Abstract. In this paper we establish the principle of uniform boundedness for LSC convex processes in some class of locally convex spaces (strictly Af locally convex spaces). Thus, we generalize the same result established by S. Lahrech in [1] for sequentially continuous linear operators.
Introduction
Convex processes were introduced by Rockafellar ([2] , [3] ). These axe set-valued maps whose graphs are convex cones. As such, they provide a powerful unifying formulation for the study of linear bounded operators, convex cones, and linear programming.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the principle of uniform boundedness for LSC convex processes in some class of locally convex spaces (strictly M locally convex spaces).
Throughout this section, (X, A) and (Y, fi) are two locally convex spaces. An operator T : (X, A) -> (Y, fi) is said to be (A, ^-sequentially continuous if for every sequence (x n ) of X and every x £ X such that x n ->x one has Tx n -> Tx. T is said to be (A, /x)-bounded if T sends A-bounded sets into n bounded sets. Clearly, continuous operators are sequentially continuous and sequentially continuous operators are bounded, but in general, converse implications fail. Let X' x , and X\ denote the families of continuous linear functionals, sequentially continuous linear functionals, and bounded linear functionals on (X, A) respectively. In general, the inclusions X[ C c X^ are strict. Recall that a subset B of X is said to be condiKey words and phrases: LSC convex processes, strictly N locally convex spaces, principle of uniform boundedness.
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tionally sequentially compact in (X, A) if for every sequence (xn) of B, there exists a subsequence (xnk) of (xn) converging in (X, A). Let B{X\) and C{X\) denote respectively the families of bounded sets and conditionally sequentially compact sets in (X, A).
Let a C B(X\). By (A) we denote the locally convex topology on X^ generated by the family of semi norms
Let (3(X,a) denote the topology on X of uniform convergence on Co-(A)-bounded sets of Xy A locally convex space (X, A) is said to be strictly A/*-locally convex, if there exists a complete norm || • ||x on X, a family a of subsets of X such that
and (J C = X.
Cea
We can give many examples of such spaces. For example, if we take any Banach space (X, || • ||x), then it is a strictly A/"-locally convex space.
The weak topology a(X, X'), where X is a Banach space and X' is the space of continuous linear functionals on (X, || • ||x) is also a strictly AMocally convex topology. We say $ has nonempty images if its domain is X. For any subset C of X we write <i>(C) for the image (J x eC and the range of $ is the set /?(<£) = We say $ is surjective if its range is Y. The graph of $ is the set
G($) = {(x,y)£XxY:ye<!>(x)}.
We say $ is a process if its graph is a cone. $ is said to be convex, or closed if its graph G($) is likewise.
For example, we can interpret linear closed operators as closed convex processes.
A convex process $ : X -> Y is said to be (A, ¡i) -bounded if it maps every bounded set of (X, A) into bounded set in (Y, /¿). Assume that (X, A, || • ||x, c) and (Y, fi, || • ||y, o\) are two strictly AMocally convex spaces.
Recall that a convex process $ : X -> Y satisfying the condition: Now we can give the main result of our paper. Proof. Let A G
(n)).
For any integer s > 1 put
Since U n >j $ n (cc) is bounded in (Y, /?(//, ai)), then X = On the other hand, Vs > 1 X s is closed in (X, || • )• Indeed, Fix s > 1 such that X s 0 and let (x r ) be a sequence of X s converging to some x G X with respect to the norm || • ||x • We have x r G X s (Vr). Therefore,
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that there is y r G $ n (x r )
converging to y with respect to the topology fi. Hence, using the fact that / G Y*, we deduce f(y r ) f(y)-Consequently, since \f(y r )\ < s (Vr), we conclude that \f(y)\ < s. This implies that x G X s . Thus, X s is closed in (X, || • ||x). Applying Baire theorem, we deduce that int X So / 0 for some so > 1. Taking XQ € X, r > 0 such that XQ + rB\(X) c X SQ and observing that for each n, is a convex cone, we deduce V/GiVn>lVze B x {X) y y G $"(*)\f(y)\ < r Thus, we achieve the proof. REMARK 2. Let us remark that if T n : X -> Y is a sequence of (A, /x)-sequentially continuous linear operators satisfying the condition: for each x G X, the sequence (T n x) n is bounded in (F, /?(//, <ri)), then the sequence of multifunctions : X -> Y defined by = {T n x} satisfies all the hypothesis of the above theorem. Therefore, ($ n ) is (|| • M, <ri)-bounded. Hence, (T n ) is (|| • A i ,fi)-bounded. Thus, we recapture the result given by S. Lahrech in [1] .
